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introduction
Nothing can give more satisfaction than coming nearer. It seems that being near is far superior to reaching one’s destination and therefore in this edition
of Punkt magazine we decided to constantly come
closer, be in pursuit, establish contact and also transcend established distances and boundaries of closeness. No concrete aim of these excursions was adopted
or even envisaged, as we were interested in moments
that anticipate reaching a destination. Since we did
not even try to map out the route of our trips, we usually lost our bearings, were led astray and continued
to divert from out path. Still, we were constantly getting nearer to something …
It is worthwhile to check why the Dutch artist active as Constant Dullaart brought us to the spot
under balconies. An apparently banal situation proves extremely ambiguous and aesthetically telling,
while a seemingly insignificant detail of architecture
acquires a major cultural importance. Texts by Karolina Plinta and Iwo Zmyślony, where they reveal their
reasons for taking up art criticism, are a must-read

for those who have ever wondered why someone decides to bring art closer to others professionally. We
strongly recommend a long sought-after interview
of Krzysztof Gutfrański with Kader Attia. The artist
reveals his experience of living at the intersection
of cultures and demonstrates the potentially great
extent of appropriation (colonisation) of the process
of repair, a recurrent theme of his most recent art
projects. Transcending the boundaries of closeness,
a boundary also in art, is addressed by Zofia Cielątkowska in her essay “Too Close”. The nearly ecstatic
moments of nearing the absolute, the things ultimate
or perhaps – simply – life at its most luscious can be
found in the art of Brian Zanishnik, Hubert Gromny and Jerzy Bereś. A divergent approach, with a touch of irony, is displayed by: Ula Szkudlarek in her
visual essay “Synonymous”, for which she used the
“Google Search Images” and Britton Bertran, a blogger (he would not be called an artist) interested in less
obvious dispositions of the existence of art, the technical prerequisites for its visibility to the recipients.

introduction

This edition will bring to you also many other
ways of understanding closeness, in art and through
art. We encourage you to take a look at them but do
not offer any prompts or tips; come near at your own
pace and in your preferred style.
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Balconism
Constant Dullaart
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We are all outside on teh balcony now. Standing on
a platform made out of a tweet into corporate versions of public space. We are not stored in a cloud,
opaque or translucent to whomever. We publish, we
get read. ok. Private publishing does not exist, we
now know we always get read (hi). To select what
we want to have read, and by whom, is our greatest
challenge rly. For now and teh future. If you tolerate this, your children will be normalized. Outside,
on the street, status updates in the air, checking into
another spatial analogy of information exchange.
Sometimes hard to reach, through tutorials, encryptions and principles. It is generous to be outdoors, watched by a thousand eyes recording us for
the future, our actions to be interpreted as an office
job. We need a private veranda above ground, a place
for a breath of fresh air, out of sight for the casual
onlooker, but great for public announcements. The
balcony is both public and private, online and offline.
It is a space and a movement at the same time. You
can be seen or remain unnoticed, inside and outside.
Slippers are ok on the balcony. Freedom through encryption, rather than openness. The most important
thing is: you must choose to be seen. We are already
seen and recorded on the streets and in trains, in
emailz, chatz, supermarketz and restaurantz, without a choice. Remaining unseen, by making a clearer
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choice where to be seen. We are in the brave new now,
get ready to choose your balcony, to escape the warm
enclosure of the social web, to address, to talk to the
people outside your algorithm bubble. U will not get
arrested on the balcony, you and yours should have
the right to anonymity on the balcony, although this
might seem technically complicated. The balcony is
a gallery, balustrade, porch and stoop. The balcony
is part of the Ecuadorian embassy. Itz masturbating
on the balcony when your local dictator passes by.
AFK, IRL, BRB and TTYS. The balcony is the Piratebay memo announcing they will keep up their services by way of drones, or just Piratbyran completely.
Publishing in a 403, publishing inside the referring
link, and as error on a server. Balconism is IRC, TOR
and OTR. Bal-Kony 2012. Balcony is Speedshows,
online performances, Telecomix, Anonymous, Occupy and maybe even Google automated cars (def.
not glass tho btw). Balconization, not Balkanization.
The balcony-scene creates community rather than
commodity. Nothing is to be taken seriously. Every
win fails eventually. Proud of web culture, and what
was built with pun, fun, wires, solder, thoughts and
visions of equality. Nothing is sacred on the b4lconi. It is lit by screens, fueled by open networks, and
strengthened by retweetz. On the balcony the ambitions are high, identities can be copied, and reality

manipulated. Hope is given and inspiration created,
initiative promoted and development developed.
Know your meme, and meme what you know. I can
haz balcony. Balconism is a soapbox in the park. The
balcony is connected: stand on a balcony and you will
see others. The balcony is connecting: you do not
have to be afraid on the balcony, we are behind you,
we are the masses, you can feel the warmth from the
inside, breathing down your neck. Where privacy
ceases to feel private, try to make it private. Ch00se
your audience, demand to know to whom you speak
if not in public, or know when you are talking to
an algorithm. When you can, stay anonymous out
of principle, and fun. And when you are in public,
understand in which context and at what time you
will and could be seen. Speak out on the balcony,
free from the storefront, free from the single white
space, but leaning into people's offices, bedrooms
and coffee tables, leaning into virtually everywhere.
On the balcony, contemporary art reclaims its communicative sovereignty through constant reminders
of a freedom once had on the internet. Orz to the
open internet builders and warriors. Learn how to
do, then challenge how it is done. Encrypt. Encrypt
well and beautifully. Art with too much theory is
called Auditorium, and kitsch is called Living Room.
Inspired by home-brew technologies and open net-
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work communications, create art in the spirit of the
internet, resisting territories, be it institutional and
commercial art hierarchies or commercial information hierarchies. The internet is every medium. Head
from the information super highway to the balcony
that is everywhere through the right VPN. The pool
is always closed.
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#professioncritic
Karolina Plinta

translated by Marcin Turski

50

Jerzy Pilch once wrote in a jocular fashion about how
one becomes a critic. Usually this is an occupation of
a failed man or woman of letters or arts, unsuccessful
in their own productions, but adept at producing reviews of others’ work, which no one else bothered to
write about (editor to the author: “We cannot publish
your poems now, but perhaps you can write a review?
Anything on any subject you choose”). In my case this
did not go the way Pilch described it, but I can sense
a trace of a universal message, i.e. a certain thoughtlessness due to which one becomes a critic. Or perhaps
this is a confluence of factors as a result of which – one
text leading to another – I woke up in my bed one day
to discover I am a critic.
Why is that so? Possibly because of the marked
marginality of the profession. If you do not get it, just
think: did any of you dream of becoming a critic in his or
her childhood? I do not think so. You may have wanted to
become athletes, singers or dancers. For my part, in grade
school I dreamt of becoming a painter; that was solely because a friend told me that there are painters like Picasso
and Kossak who are both fabulously rich. When I heard
this, I immediately resolved to become a Kossak and was
in real shock when my mother made me aware that my
master had long been dead ... The same applied to Picasso.
Later on my artistic ambitions switched from the
visual arts to the belle lettres. Again, as I recall it now,
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my decision to embark on the literary career was also
spurred by pretty mundane factors. I will not dwell
here on what it looked like. In short, it all boiled down
to my competition with my girl friends (if she scribbles
something in her notebook, I need, too, etc.) and my
ambitious approach to the humanities (I took part in
all sorts of contests and subject Olympiads). For a long
time I deluded myself thinking that I would become an
author of inspired literary texts. Little came out of it
but one day I discovered that I am perfect at writing humorous tales. So it turned out that my skills do not really correspond to my ambitions, but on the other hand,
half a loaf is better than none, so I started penning
ironic stories and essays with a vengeance and submitted them to the desk of our journalism teacher (we had
such a pseudo-subject in high school). I can now brag
about finishing the course with an A plus.
As a result, when already a student at the Art
History Institute of the Jagiellonian University, I quite
naturally started to write reviews of exhibitions
(school-like and neat, needless to say). When I came to
Krakow they had just started publishing Splot, which
was initially paper-based. At that time writing for Splot
seemed to me the dream of dreams and I actually tightened my cooperation with it in my third year, when the
magazine went online. Unfortunately, a year later the
situation in e-splot grew much worse and the visual arts

section went to the dogs. I was forced to find another,
more exciting place. Back then I did not have too much
room for manoeuvre to write elsewhere so I started my
own blog called Sztuka na gorąco [Art Live]. Simultaneously I grew more involved in the history of art criticism in Poland and read texts by other critics. On the
one hand, then, I had a sense of unbridled freedom of
having my own blog, and on the other hand the reading
I did offered my ever new impulses.
Obviously, I was impressed by Raster’s texts,
but when I read them they had already been archival
material and as a pattern it did not correspond with my
situation. I vividly recall a sentence from the postface
by Jakub Banasiak to an anthology of texts by Gorczyca and Kaczyński saying that their pattern of writing belonged in a specific time, which is all gone now.
As if to corroborate this, Banasiak’s blog’s motto was
to write “in earnest and scathingly”. I recall that once,
digging deep in search of the very beginning of his blog,
I came across his first entry, where he put a picture of
Irzykowski, an old man with a beard, more or less like
the one Kuba sports today. I do not need to explain why
such a strategy was inadequate for me. So I looked for
other models. There was a moment when I was under
the spell of gonzo writing, which in art criticism was
exemplified perfectly well by the Berlin-based critic
Nadia Sayej. I guess I should add here that thinking
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about my own criticism I was toying with the idea of
gender at a time. Because of that Raster’s and Krytykant’s activities – clearly masculine – was no proper
or at least the only point of reference for me. The title
of my blog, “Sztuka na gorąco”, was inspired in part
by titles of other blogs of Polish women critics, e.g.
“Straszna sztuka” [Scary art] or “Nie-zła sztuka” [Cool
art]. I identified myself more with this part of the critical spectrum, naturally (regrettably, fortunately?) up
to a time.
My other major epiphany was the discovery of
young post-internet artists. Their work, e.g. by such
artists as Petra Cortright and Aleksandry Gorczyński,
was for ma an important point of reference, which
I also tried to manifest in my blog and in texts written
for Korporacja Ha!art. One such manifestation was e.g.
a text “Krytyk jako hipster” [Critic as hipster], a series
of ironic demands supplemented with my pictures and
those of my favourite women artists. In turn, another
series of my texts, “Mistrzynie $tylu” [Style mistresses], was inspired by the poetics of a mocking fashion
blog Holz-Wagen, created by a Pole, a young model
and a DJ, I guess. Contemporary youth culture provided the context for my writing and as a result I began using e.g. rapper terms. All of this was supposed to reflect
a sensitivity of a generation although this activity was
naturally underpinned by critical reflection (e.g. con-

cerning the feminist backlash accompanying “hipster
culture”).
While all of these experiments were refreshing
for me, I sensed that most people do not really understand what I am doing. In addition, since I intensively
continued my favourite hating activity, some of my
readers were hostile. “She is a hater, what she does is no
real criticism”: I often heard such allegations vis-à-vis
my practice, most often from people engaged in a noble,
academic writing style. I was a bit impatient and unsettled because of that and when working on “Sztuka na
gorąco” I often wondered if this was not going to end
in a tragic way for me. Well, it did not. Now I work for
Szum Magazine, and the work of post-internet artists
enter the world of art with much gusto, is exhibited
during fairs, in galleries, in international biennale and
on covers of and inside the most prestigious magazines
such as Frieze or Art In America. A large exhibition of
post-internet art is scheduled to be held in Warsaw, too
(in the fall at MSN).
A question arises whether I feel fulfilled as a critic. In a sense I am happy that my intuitions were not
groundless and I was able to indicate a new phenomenon,
which is topical now (although I wish I had promoted
them but, well, I did not need to do it). Even in this
Polish art which is theoretically not post-internet, one
may easily identify currents characteristic of contem-
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porary culture, be it the work of New Roman, Bracia,
Czułość (even them!), Cipedrapsquad, Billy Gallery...
I could probably mention some other artists who try to
follow the new aesthetics. So far I have tried to write
about it, which has often come out ironic, yet in fact
it was them who interested me rather than Althamer’s
new project or Bałka’s work. Moreover, I wonder what
will happen in the future, including the immediate one.
This is something that bears on my further commitment
to young art. I do hope that this will be fulfilling and
valuable. In the past I distanced myself to “hipsters and
lemmings” and had to bear with less than favourable
opinions about post-internet art. One day I thought to
myself that I would not like to end up like e.g. Andrzej
Osęka, who at one moment rejected the time he lived in
and became spaced-out, so to say. I would rather not
follow in his footsteps, though. Therefore I am planning
a large comprehensive exhibition in December this year
“Hipster hipster” to document all the manifestationsof
the hipster in Polish culture and art ... A joke, naturally.
There is one other question, namely my attitude
to art criticism. Well, from today’s perspective criticism is for me primarily a certain mechanism of power
and part of a larger organism composed of institutions
and the market. I have no sentiments about it but neither do I throw tantrums and bemoan this, which is
pretty common in our community. I would not overes-

timate the everyday work of a critic. This is a static kind
of work, based on incessant gazing into a computer
screen. Sometimes I hit the town to visit an exhibition
or attend a launching event. I do not try to attend all the
exhibition launches in town, and do not visit some Warsaw-based galleries at all, mostly on purpose. I also stay
clear of dangerous places, which attract people whom
I do not like and who do not like me. For instance, I was
assaulted by an elderly female critic in a Warsaw-based
gallery and I have shunned this place since, at least for
a time ... Besides, this is a poor gallery and there is no
sense rushing there. Business trips, when you need to
see an exhibition in another town, are the most interesting thing. Depending on the institution and place,
such trips may sometimes turn into exotic adventures
which I enjoy wholeheartedly even if not all the locals
who later read my reviews do.
Summing up the social dimension, let me
phrase the problem as follows – for me this is part
of my job, which is a bit nerve-racking and strenuous. Until recently I was a happy-go-lucky critic
who lived in a hut on a hen’s leg and penned ever new
texts. Now, it is a different thing. Well, now I need
to read and edit texts by happy-go-lucky critics like
myself plus deal with grumpy gallery managers, dissatisfied curators, traumatised staffers of institutions, and touchy artists. Because of that I sometimes
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feel like an entertainer at a children’s party, but the
party is sometimes a flop...
Let us come back to criticism as such. Some
time ago a lengthy debate was held about contemporary
criticism and its dependence on the Internet, including the social media. Some observed that art criticism
is at the end of its tether, others proclaimed its becoming tabloid-like. Neither statement is fully true, probably because of the improper understanding of what art
criticism is and what its functions are, who is its target and who makes it. For instance, magazines such as
Szum, Obieg, Magazyn Sztuki, Arteon and Punkt are
sector magazines that operate within a specific art context. They are dedicated to circles that have developed
their own lingo. Its specifics are aptly defined by Magdalena Moskalewicz in the fourth issue of Szum. Art
criticism operates then within a certain institutional
framework which even the social media revolution is
unable to overwrite or modify.
Naturally, I cannot say that the social media have
no significance for art criticism, but I myself find it hard
to gauge this impact. It is mainly about the valuation of the
texts by individual critics, for instance through the number of “likes”. Is this a trustworthy measure of a text’s
worth? I do not think so and it is better to be distanced
from such evaluations, even though this is not easy (I do
not know a critic who would not care about it).

On a different note, the social media may be
a handy tool for the dissemination and promotion of
the arts. Oftentimes this popularisation parallels trivialisation, but on the other hand this is a chance for art,
institutions and artists for changing their image into
one that is more accessible, attractive for the masses
and fashionable. This is good, too, since art is constantly in need of both this positive spirit and social interest.
Finally, a word about the market. Thanks to
the support of the state, Polish art criticism has a certain degree of leeway and can afford critical reflection.
It may be, however, that this state of affairs is bound
to change before long. The Polish gallery scene, while
small, continues to grow and needs criticism which will
represent its interests. From what I know, the Warsaw
Gallery Weekend is to be accompanied by a publication
dedicated to this very event. This may really be a major
shift in Polish criticism, pushing it towards the market
model of Western criticism. We will soon know how
this will evolve.
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Why did I become an art critic? What was my motivation at the start? What is my approach to Polish criticism and which direction I am going to take in the future? First of all, I wish to thank the Punkt editors for
asking me these questions. Although I keep asking
these questions to myself, as it usually happens, only
when I hear them posed by someone else do I begin to
mull over them more seriously.
Right from the start we encounter the first doubt
– what kind of answer is appropriate here? How deep
should it go? Today I address what I do from a perspective of (a mere) thirty months of practice, during which
I have written over seventy texts of different kind: reviews, polemical texts, essays, interviews, and contributions to catalogues. My awareness, then, is totally
different from what it was when I started.
I wrote my first text in January 2012. This was a review of a small exhibition at Zachęta published by Obieg.
Why did I write it? I acted on an impulse as the exhibition
simply gave me food for thought, I had loads of associations and wanted to share them. If there ever was a more
profound intent here, it was only my subjective conviction
that what I am to share is interesting. Just that. However,
I distinctly recall the pleasure of writing. Never again has
any other text given me so much joy.
When I look back on this today, I have the feeling
that my principal motivation was a strong need of crea-
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tion and self-expression, a need to do things I can relate to. Right: writing texts about art is for me a form of
creation akin to literature or philosophy. When I write
a text, I put in a tangible form my thoughts, ideas, intuitions, or fleeting impressions. The only difference is
that the verbal matter of a scientific text is much more
rigid because of logical relations, principles of argumentation, technical terms, etc. A scientific text should
be first of all precise and in line with the standards of
a particular discipline. In a literary text I am afforded
far more leeway and can use paradox, metaphor, ambiguity, understatement, etc.
I refer here to my earlier experience of many
years in university circles and to my experience with
representatives of the art world: artists, curators and
critics whom I met later. On the face of it, these are
two different worlds, yet in some respects they are
very much alike. Great scientists and great artists
have the same kind of spiritual energy. The same can
be said about curators and critics. When I reflect on
why I want to be part of it, my conclusion is surprising for myself really – it is not the question of writing texts but meeting people of this kind, mutual
inspirations and shared discoveries of mysteries. In
other words, criticism is for me but a means to another, more personal goal. Working on each text, be
it a review, a catalogue contribution or an interview,

I learn something new, broaden my horizon and develop my sensitivity.
I have recently heard from Paweł Althamer that
the real art world is the mystical relations between
people who are in diverse ways interested in the same
things. I believe that this is in fact the most sincere, if
not naïve, reply to the question why I do all this in the
first place. Ultimately, life is about doing things that
give you a sense of meaning and allow you to meet interesting people. On a more down-to-earth level, it is
a question of developing your own lifestyle, of pursuing a job that allows you to combine your interests with
making a living, or your professional development and
the spiritual one.
The thirty months of work have quenched my initial enthusiasm, however. For one thing, it has started
to dawn on me that I work within an enclosed system
where it is hard to retain autonomy. There are a number
of reasons for that but I will indicate only one, the most
mundane really – I am financially dependent on the
institutions I am to evaluate. Apart from fees for their
texts, critics eke out a living taking part in all kinds of
discussion panels, lectures, conferences, and working
on exhibition catalogues. Therefore, whenever I decide
to criticise an exhibition or the work of a given institution, I run the risk of being cut off from such jobs. In
the era of precariat, this is an uneasy choice and I am
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not surprised to see critics who succumb to this inner
censorship. Things get worse if this relates to the editing of art magazines. Unfortunately, I have been in
both situations.
Naturally, we may imagine a situation when critics are invited by an institution precisely because they
can insightfully (constructively) criticise their program
and reveal its deficiencies. This is how it should be, but
reality is different. A solution here would be to make
criticism professional, to let large nationwide editorial
boards employ critics, guaranteeing them financial stability and a strong position in the media. Today, however, the biggest nationwide Polish dailies and weeklies do not publish analyses and their in-house critics
do not initiate important debates. The same applies to
other media, i.e. radio and television. Their role is limited to commenting current affairs.
The fundamental reasons go beyond the institutions as such. They do not arise from the manner the art
world is organised but from our thinking. In Poland, as
we all know only too well, there is no culture of dialogue, unlike in France or Germany. Instead of a public
debate, or a multifaceted problem analysis, weighing
all kinds of rationales and shared seeking of the best
solutions, we deal with quarrelsome monologues and
polemics are often rife with personal criticism. This applies not only to criticism.

Within the field of criticism the reasons for the
above are more unique, as I have indicated on a number
of occasions in the online editions of Szum and Obieg.
To my mind, they are rooted in a paradigm that developed in the late 1990s and has been reproduced since.
We valorise in it irony, superficiality and entertainment, depreciating at the same time seriousness, subtle
reflection and values such as sensitivity, honesty and
idealism. We relegate “serious” criticism to academic
texts. While initially this discourse served the deconstruction of the system of ossified state-run institutions and the emancipation of young, progressive art,
today – when art institutions have emancipated – it
contributes to criticism becoming increasingly tabloidlike, and as a result to trivialising debate on art. A case
in point is the helplessness of critics to phenomena such
as the recent Tear Dealer by Alicja Rogalska and Łukasz
Surowiec, a work appreciated by wide audiences in Poland and internationally and practically unnoticed by
Polish art media.
The last three years have been, however, a good
time for Polish art criticism: a visible revival followed
a few years of inertia. This is linked no doubt with the
expansion of the internet and the social media; new
media and new authors have appeared and the number of texts is growing exponentially. One and a half
years ago Obieg and Dwutygodnik were joined by Szum.
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Moreover, Dobromiła Błaszczyk and Sylwia Krasoń
founded Contemporary Lynx, a magazine published in
English, where they promote information about Polish
art abroad. Does the quantity of criticism correspond
to its quality? This will happen provided we witness real
debates here. This, however, calls for a shift in the way
of thinking (paradigm).
I am only starting to work out my views on criticism and they are bound to evolve. Perhaps I will change
some of them and discard others. For the time being,
I believe that the critic’s principal task is to inspire and
give food for thought. This is his or her role with respect
to the public and to artists, curators and institutions.
This means that on the one hand the critic should have
sufficient competences to enter into a meaningful dialogue (with artists, curators and other critics), and on
the other hand that the critic should counter the commonplace, paradigmatic ways of thinking. The critic
should actually precede the reader’s (viewer’s, curator’s, artist’s, and other critics’) thinking , to know
their associations and thinking patterns and try and
think outside the box, providing alternatives. The critic
should surprise, move and outrage, point out implicit
nuances, question dogmas and platitudes, indicate less
obvious aspects, contexts and relations.
The formula of a critical text should be subordinated to the above tasks of the critic. The text should

correspond to the subject matter. A review should be
analytical and the critic should be able to focus on reconstructing the assumptions of the curator or the
artist, to coldly discuss their strengths and weaknesses, compare against other work, place everything in
a wider social and theoretical context, etc. Sometimes
reportage or interview is more appropriate, on other
occasions it will be the essay, with its use of metaphor,
intertextual associations, paradox and understatement.
All depends on what the critic wishes to write about and
what the aim of the text is, or what seems the most intriguing for him or her in this particular instance.
I would also like to differentiate criticism from
fault-finding. These are two different things. A faultfinder makes evaluations which he or she does not
bother to justify, goes on an ego trip and presents
a subjective point of view, offers mainly entertainment
applying persuasion, irony and eristic devices. A faultfinder does not even try to fathom the intentions of the
artist or the curator or to enter into a dialogue with the
reader but instead imposes his or her own, simplistic
interpretation without any constructive comments.
The critic, on the other hand, should be mainly analytical (in line with the Greek etymology of the word),
or should reveal the key aspects of the subject matter,
asking important questions without providing all the
answers. The critic should justify his or her views, pref-
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erably in such a way as to point out the elements to be
improved and ways of improving them.
Contrary to commonly held beliefs, I do not
think that evaluating art should be the predominant
tasks or criticism. In practice, this role has for a long
time been fulfilled by specialised private or state-run
institutions, which are subject to processes of systemic
verification. The critic is one of the elements of the system but by no means the most important or a privileged
one. The activities of gallery owners, curators and collectors have factual significance. The critic may only try
and evaluate his or her choices and strategies, or at best
indicate new ones. The critic’s assessment, however, is
not an action which confers or renounces the status of
a work of art.
This is precisely why I avoid value judgements in
my texts, the “I like / I dislike” opinions. Rather than
that, I stress what seems to me the most intriguing, the
least obvious, what touches me personally or makes
me think. Naturally, such an approach entails a value
judgement; the very fact that I decide to write about
something means that I have deemed it worthwhile
for one reason or another. This reason should be stated.
This applies to artists’ works, curators’ strategies, and
phenomena at the level of institutions, i.e. patterns in
the art world and its being part of a wider social and
political context. The spectrum of a critic’s interests

should stretch far beyond the perspective of analysing
individual works or exhibitions.
This is more or less my approach to criticism.
How am I going to develop it? In the foreseeable future
I plan to be less of a critic myself and to focus more instead on examining criticism from a methodological
point of view. To this end, with the editors of Obieg,
I plan a series of interviews with leading Polish critics.
I am interested in analysing the role of the critic in the
institutions of the Polish art world and in the properties of their discourses, strategies, covert assumptions,
etc. What do we mean by saying that a critic is critical? What does a critic’s autonomy mean? What are the
critic’s tasks? What are the present-day typical discourses and methodological strategies? Can we identify
some typical tendencies? What is the nature of the critic’s knowledge? When do words open the viewer up to
contact with the work of art, and when do they disturb
this contact? So far no one has researched these issues
and therefore we have no answers.
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untitled
Caroline Mesquita
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i
Caroline Mesquita, Bisbee copper mine,
open pit, Arizona, 2014

Caroline Mesquita, Barbecue,
cooper, steel, 2013

i
Caroline Mesquita, Les Bains-Douches,
copper, 2014

Caroline Mesquita, Les Bains-Douches
print on paper, copper, 2014
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i
Caroline Mesquita, Bisbee copper mine,
open pit, Arizona, 2014

Caroline Mesquita, Stove,
copper, 2014
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Caroline Mesquita,
Copper sheets at the studio, 2014

Caroline Mesquita,
Drawing for the project Windsurfers, 2014

Synonymous
Ula Szkudlarek

A special version of a nervous system node, having
identified images, assigns to them categories according to specific key words and sends their miniatures
to the central system. Central categorising is helpful for assigning images to particular key words; it is
a game consisting in a super-fast sorting of the images
projected. This categorising comes in two versions, the
so-called fresh crawl and deep crawl, both cognitive
processes. In the former, an individual, familiar with
a set of features of a particular category, notices at least
one of these features in a member of this category and
then automatically attributes to it all the features from
this category set. The latter is a process consisting in
identifying a category of replies to the collected empirical material. This most often applies to categorising
replies to all kinds of open questions.
The images selected via the Google Search Images.
print technique: Serigraphy, size 100x70 edition 1/4 (2014)
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untitled
Hubert Gromny
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Statues Also Die
Krzysztof Gutfrański talks
with Kader Attia

Krzysztof Gutfrański: Were you making drawings
as a kid?
Kader Attia: Yes a lot (and I still have them).
K.G.: Can you tell me about a particular drawing
that you remember / recall best (for a certain reason)?
K.A.: Yes it was a drawing which illustrated a thread.
The way the thread was put designed a word, the
word “thread” in French: fil. It was the first time I
did a “conceptual” drawing
K.G.: You have been born into a multicultural
world. What memories do you have of your childhood between Algeria and the France?
K.A.: Going back and forth between different cultures, religions, politics, geographies, flavours, climates, sounds etc...
K.G.: What was for you ‘home’ at that time?
K.A.: I didn’t have home…
K.G.: One of the side-effects of the new global village in which we live is a widespread sense
of homelessness. With the erosion of family and
community, many of us experience a homelessness connected with a place. But beneath that
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there also seems to be a certain spiritual homelessness. What’s your feeling?
K.A.: Spiritual loneliness, yes.

healable rift forced between a human being and a
native place.” He describes exile as the great tragedy of our era. In this age of globalization many
people are migrating away from their homelands
and their native communities in a kind of voluntary exile... Were there any places you really
wanted to visit or work, but were unable to?
K.A.: Well, with an Algerian passport it is almost
impossible to travel nowadays, except if you are extremely rich. So I have now both French and Algerian passports. The French one is more suitable for
traveling, but even with that in some countries like
the USA, they always suspect your French passport
could be a fake, so it’s up to many factors that you
could be rejected at the customs.

K.G.: We’ve talked about the globalization of the
world. What about the Americanization of the
world? We’ve got McDonalds in Beijing and Moscow, and Disneyland in Europe. Is the world becoming increasingly American, or is the empire
going to “strike back”? Are we going to have the
same influx of foreign culture someday?
K.A.: I saw yesterday an interesting cartoon drawing in an American newspaper. It showed Adam and
Eve in Paradise but they looked like Chinese people.
The caption said “if Adam and Eva had been Chinese, they would have remained in Paradise, because
they would have eaten the snake”, then you see in the
drawing Adam cooking pieces of the snake in a wok. I
think it is a funny drawing but definitely racist. As it
doesn’t speak about the current reality that Chinese
people are now eating global “capitalist” fast food,
and facing and increasing growth of obesity. There is
a fear of the Chinese in the Western world, which is a
fear of otherness...
K.G.: We were speaking earlier about the concept
of home, and I was reminded of something Edward Said once said. He spoke of exile as “the un116

K.G.: What were the 90s like for you? What has
changed since your first solo show in Congo?
K.A.: As far as I am concerned, the 90s represent the
beginning and the end of something very important.
First it is the end of socialism’s myths, falling down,
crashing everywhere ... Then the beginning of many
made up art and so-called movement (in which I also
got trapped) called relational aesthetics... Thanks to
Molière, I immediately understood that this involvement of the society within the art context and institutions has been the core practice of the theater in
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France, in the 18th century. That’s why coming back
from Congo I slowly but surely continued to deepen
my researches on what I called the reappropriation,
and that later became the repair.

status of slavery (appreciation of someone else’s
work, but not the whole man)...
K.A.: (laugh) I like “clearly stupid” as stupidity is a
form of intelligence, some people are in their stupidity truly creative and brilliant.

K.G.: Could you expand on this idea? When I was
looking back through your work, the unifying
element I noticed is considerable emphasis on or
an instinct of “life design”, which helps to tackle
crisis situation (and at the same time shows the
fragility of life itself)...
K.A.: Yes you are almost right. I would use a particular philosophical word to synthesize this: oxymoron.
I am deeply convinced and fascinated that everything
works as an oxymoron. Life and Death. But if you
may, I would call this not “design” but delusion.

K.G.: How do you relate oxymoron with your notion of ‘’repair’’?
K.A.: It’s easy: the repair is the unrepairable.
When did the “repair” first enter your work?
In my mind more than 12 years ago, in my work
around 3 years ago.

K.G.: The Greek word oksýmōron means in direct translation ‘’clearly stupid’’ or even better
‘’sharp dull’’. In a sense, the word refers to the

K.G.: Your recent work on this theme (presented
in Documenta, and KW) juxtaposes plastic surgery of French soldiers from the First World War
with imagery of tribal transformation of heads,
scarification of faces (which serves for beauty and
“social skin”) as well as spontaneous mimicry on
objects made by black African soldiers serving for
the same armies... Could you speak about the idea
and practice of “reparation” as you understand it?
K.A.: I have developed the concept of Repair following years of another conceptual reflection about
what I call “reapproapriation”. Slowly it became
clear to my mind that there is Reappropriation when
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Is this what unites your work?
K.A.: No, what unites my work is beyond and before
my work. I think you never really understand what
unites your work through your life. If you have the
chance to discover it, it might be at the end of a long
life, when you are about to die…
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there has been Dispossession. From this statement,
I understood that the real stake of Reappropriation
is Repair. To make it clear, I had two different ways
of expression: writing an essay or developing a corpus of works, which would embody any possibility
of Repair. The first works were very material. I used
plastic surgery, the most physical repair, to again
help the audience to understand the notion of Repair and its goal regarding each culture. On the other hand, I have been focused on traditional artifacts
from non-Western cultures repaired within their
original context.

K.G.: I think that “to repair” is also saying something similar to: “what doesn’t kill it, makes it
stronger” (to think in terms of Oswald de Andrade’s “cultural anthropophagy” or even “direct
action” of Franz Fanon)...
K.A.: I agree. On the most basic and concrete aspect,
like biologically, it happens. If you break one or several of your bones, the biological process of auto-reconstruction, the repair, will be stronger than the
bone itself. It’s called “periostre” in French. This is
the logic of life: a repair makes stronger, a repair improves. A repair is an in-between space/time, which
aims at improving a first one for a second one. Its
goal is improvements…

K.G.: Had anything in your experience prepared
you for that?
K.A.: Yes, observations of my own relatives’ environment, family in Algeria, friends in Congo, in
France and Latin America. At a more personal level,
I think that the going back and forth between Algeria and France, when I was a child, helped me to develop what my father used to see as more important
than both Algeria and France, which was the journey
in between these two different worlds. I took this
“in-betweenness” as an endless area of reflection,
which both separates and binds two different things;
a fold which works as a Repair.
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K.G.: In this sense, it is the opposite of nostalgia,
passive mimetism, or yearning for lost forever
“black” Africa, as we can see, for example, in Les
Statues meurent aussi by Chris Marker & Alain Resnais (1953), or uncritically in ongoing economical
status quo of Sub-Saharan Africa (what echoes
“TINA-There is No Alternative” equivalent).
K.A.: Les statues meurent aussi is a movie that had a
strong impact on my desire to re-understand the real
within the traditional non-Western art. All objects
and items which have been brought into the Western hegemonic world to create ethnological mu-
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seums, have been dispossessed from their magical
strength. This is just the reality each item has been
used through. So indeed, I am totally convinced by
the necessity of reaching, beyond Nostalgia, the reality of any traditional cultural legacy, embodied by
these artifacts.

issues. One of them is this paradox between Repair
and Unrepairable. The fact that whatever modern
psycho sciences have set up as technical prophylaxis to cure the psycho diseases such as neurosis etc…,
they reach a point, in which they get stuck and limited. I have been working on stitched broken mirrors,
in which any person can see a reflection of their face
but having a strong raw wire suture in between.

K.G.: Of course art-making isn’t therapy, but I
often think artists don’t need to be quite so loath
to admit some relationship between art-making
and therapy. I wonder if “repair” (we can add also
here work for Centre hospitalier de Rouffach or
even Ghost) is the direction towards wellbeing (or
maybe progress)?
K.A.: I used to believe that Art has a therapeutic aspect. Today I still do, except that I do not link it with
Repair, because Repair is not only a medical statement, but a conceptual one. Repair is the link, the fold
that endlessly produces creation, by a “re” process.
You can call it as you want (re-transmission, re-appropriation, re-enactment, etc.), but the existential
reason of this link is a Repair. From the most concrete context to the most abstract one, from flesh to
thought, Repair is the necessity that anything needs
to exist, led by a determinism of evolution. So my interest for psychiatric hospitals and schizophrenic patients, as well as psychoanalysis, is based on different
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K.G.: Were you sometimes surprised by the response to some of your exhibited works?
K.A.: Yes of course, it sometimes completed the
works…Distance is important as Roland Barthes used
to say in Camera Lucida.
K.G.: What kind of role do mirrors (and their
materials) play in your work?
K.A.: Several roles at different times. When I was a
teenager, I got into a very deep depression because of
the anguish of being aware that the Universe is endless… When, for the first time in my life, I put two
mirrors face to face, it helped me to feel better, because of this illusion of controlling infinity. Everything is illusion, even infinity.
K.G.: Yet the mirrored sun can also heal; the benefits of soaking up the sun’s vitamin D have long
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been touted. Roland Barthes, in his meditation on
the Eiffel Tower, recalls the never-realized plans
for a second tower in Paris. “A bonfire placed on
top of the structure was to illuminate the darkness of every nook and cranny in Paris by a system of mirrors (a system that was undoubtedly a
complex one!) … the last story of this sun tower
(about 1,000 feet, like the Eiffel Tower) was to be
reserved for a kind of sunroom, in which invalids
would benefit from an air ‘as pure as in the mountains.’”
K.A.: I love this story ! I think what fascinates and
attracts us in mirrors is actually light, which at the
end of the day is nothing but wave. This is what I illustrated with my Continuum of Repair: the Light
of Jacob’s Ladder, shown at Whitechapel Gallery in
London. “Life is Light, between two Darknesses”,
Nabokov used to say.

K.G.: Can you expand on that?
K.A.: When I think about his “museum of the void”
concept, I think it relates with the role that you give
to the archival and historical material in your work...
He probably knew the sentence of Lao Tzu “man creates things, but Void gives them meaning”.
Void for me is related to Fullness, as space is to time,
light to darkness. So the way I have been focusing on
the obsession of the Western Modern world for classifications, categorization into storage, etc… of all
the non-Western human knowledge, helped me to
set up installations as storages; storages filled with
documents and archives and objects. A metaphor of
what Michel Foucault brilliantly developed in his Archeology of Knowledge.

K.G.: Your use of mirrors (taking into account the
differences in the timing and context) reminds
me also about the work of Robert Smithson. Have
his works any importance for you?
K.A.: Yes but not at the level of the mirror. Much
more regarding the relation between Nature and
Culture, and the recurrent use of the circle as a symbol of infinity.
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K.G.: Do you consider your own works part of
political art tradition?
K.A.: You know today it is a bit old-fashioned to
speak about political radicalism within the art practices… and especially for works exhibited through official institutions. But what I am quite sure of is that
the world from where my family come and the one
I am going to, are not understood as they should be,
because of denial. To break this denial one needs not
only a radical posture or attitude, but a sincere intellectual project and statement, which does not start
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in a museum, but at the corner of your street. So by
taking care first about the educational power of Art,
developing educative art projects, such as the installation of Documenta “The Repair from Occident to
Extra-Occidental Cultures”, I share knowledge not
only for the high educated contemporary art amateur, but also for young generations of boys and girls
who need to open their minds. Since the last time I
wrote this, the European elections have shown everywhere how close to fascism we are. THIS is a time
to take into consideration the educational necessity
of Art, otherwise we leave the job to the monsters.
What is going on now is the result of decades of frustrations still increasing, because of the economic crisis. We have to bring the people to power. The huge
gap between political, economic and cultural powers
nowadays is preparing the comeback of extremism
through frustrations.

K.A.: Yes, I do. But beyond tradition, I mean out of
the “History” concept you are using here, History is
a Modern Western concept. In traditional cultures,
History starts from the material (the event) to the
immaterial (the tale). Remember Amadou Hampâté
Bâ quotes: “In Africa, when an old man dies, it is a
library that burns”
K.G.: And what is this “decisive moment” for you?
K.A.: The very short moments I share with my family.

K.G.: And when you think of North Africa, who’s
influenced your art practice?
K.A.: The cultural and physical context: sand, taste,
material history.
K.G.: Don’t you think that this imperceptible
(and eluding) material agency of sand deserves its
own history?
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Kader Attia, Act 2: Politics/The Debt, 2013
(view of the exhibition „Repair. 5 Acts”, KW Berlin, 2013),
courtesy of the artist
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Kader Attia, Politics/The Repair's Cosmogony, 2013
(view of the exhibition „Repair. 5 Acts”, KW Berlin, 2013),
courtesy of the artist

Kader Attia, Politics/The Repair's Cosmogony, 2013
(view of the exhibition „Repair. 5 Acts”, KW Berlin, 2013),
courtesy of the artist
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Kader Attia, Politics/The Repair's Cosmogony, 2013
(view of the exhibition „Repair. 5 Acts”, KW Berlin, 2013),
courtesy of the artist

Kader Attia, Act 3: Science/Repair Analysis, 2013
(view of the exhibition „Repair. 5 Acts”, KW Berlin, 2013),
courtesy of the artist
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Kader Attia, Act 4: Nature, 2013
(view of the exhibition „Repair. 5 Acts”, KW Berlin, 2013),
courtesy of the artist

Kader Attia, Act 4: Nature, 2013
(view of the exhibition „Repair. 5 Acts”, KW Berlin, 2013),
courtesy of the artist
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Kader Attia, Act 4: Nature, 2013
(view of the exhibitiony „Repair. 5 Acts”, KW Berlin, 2013),
courtesy of the artist

Kader Attia, Act 4: Nature, 2013
(view of the exhibition „Repair. 5 Acts”, KW Berlin, 2013),
courtesy of the artist

Instalator.

wrapit-tapeit-walkitplaceit
Britton Bertran
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Installator started in July of 2011 when I realized that
some of my favorite images of artworks, regardless of
my familiarity with the work or the artist, where pictures of art that were not hung on walls or perfectly placed in museum galleries. I started collecting these images and putting them on the Tumblr platform as a way
of offering an alternative way of seeing these objects. I
soon realized that the people who populated these images had a very special place in the lives of this work: the
level of care, detail and creativity that art handlers possess fascinates me. Thus, Installator can also be viewed
as a sort of anthropological textbook showcasing the
business of art while also representing an alternative
reality of these objects called artworks.
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On the Road
Poznań—Berlin
— London

Sylwia Czubała: Is “Anna Raczyński” in any way
related to the popular Raczyński family surname in
Poznań?
Anna Raczyński: I never really properly considered my
surname before moving to Poznań. I was aware of the
exiled President Edward Raczyński in London and I remember spotting the Raczyński library in Warsaw as a
child, but generally, whilst growing up in England, it
was simply an awkward Polish surname with too many
consonants. People at school would have difficulties
pronouncing the name and it was often ridiculed. I
grew up never really considering its aristocratic history.
I came to Poznań barely knowing anyone in the city and
certainly did not know anything about its connection
with the Raczyński. As it turned out, I am not closely
linked to this particular branch of the Raczyński family in Wielkopolska. Last time I enquired I was told we
originate from a branch of the Raczyński in Lwów.
SC.: You were born in London, brought up in Essex,
now live in Berlin, but you have Polish roots and
speak good Polish...
AR.: My father was born in Manchester and grew up
there. His parents were Polish, so Polish was his second language.My mother was born in Łódź and moved
to London. My parents wanted to speak to us in Polish
more often, especially my mother, but a speech thera-
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pist advised that we should use only one language. As
usually happens with twins, my sister Karolina and I
had our own form of communication and the therapist
claimed introducing another language would have impededour English.

importance to me, too. I could imagine living and working between places in both Germany and Poland.

SC.: How come you decided to come to study in
Poznań of all places?
AR.: Many people, particularly Polish people either in
Poland or living abroad, initially questioned why I decided to go to university in Poland and why move from
England or Berlin to Poznań? At the time, I had already
left England and been living in Berlin for two years. After
a brief visit to the arts school in Poznań I realised how
much I wanted to attend art school and pursue art practice, and try out Poland for myself without the influence
of any Polish relatives or anyone I know. Returning to
study art in England was not really an option, particularly because of increased university fees;the close proximity between Poznań and Berlin was also of significant

SC.: What are the main areas of interest in your art?
AR.: The projects I developed during the time of my
art studies, but also now – I am currently completing a
four-month art residency in the CK Zamek in Poznań
– have been largely influenced by a number of social issues specific to Poznań and Poland in general. These
interests started before I left England, when I explored
the economic migration of Polish workers to theUnited
Kingdom in a short documentary about Polish employees in a recycling plant in southwest England. In
Poznan, some of the studios I participated in during the
two years at the arts university (i.e. the visiting studio
of Joanna Rajkowska and Art in Public Space organized
by Rafał Jakubowicz) played key roles in addressing
some of the current problems that affect Poznan and
Poland, and how these can be voiced within the context
of art practice.For me, this seemed particularly strong
in Poznan. I get the impression that there are controversial incidences occurring in this city time and again,
and it is impressive to see how active and visible local
figures, e.g. social activists, and movements are (e.g.
Od:zysk). I can really see how important these people
and events are in raising awareness and encouraging alternative ways of thinking.
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SC.: So you learned Polish later?
AR.: Yes. I learned it when I was a teenager. In addition to regular classes at school in England,I attended a
Polish Saturday school organised by alocal Polish community. But my trips to Poland also helped me learn the
language.
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SC.: Then the current social issues of this city were
strongly represented in your art. Among others,
you took part in a year-long project titled “KontenerART” taking place in Joanna Rajkowska’s studio.
AR.: The “KontenerART” project you mentionwas a
response to the decision made by the local council to
house tenants in “social containers”. I decided to address in my work a more general issue of homelessness
in Poznań. I collaborated with Jan Smura, who for many
years was homeless and lived on the premises of the former main train station building in Poznań. Together we
recorded an audio walk that guides the listener from the
perspective of a homeless person around the interior
and platforms of the station. It seemed important to me
to create an artistic project that provides an alternative
perspective, which – because it was available as an MP3
– made it accessible to a wider audience.
SC.: You oncesaid that this project required a degree
of sensitivity on your part, as revealing the meeting
points and sleeping sites of the homeless could have
been harmful to them. Did you have to cut a lot of
the recorded material from the final version?

ing out. I think Mr Smura made an effort not to mention anything harmful from the very beginning of our
recordings, so there was no need to remove anything as
such. For example, when he referred to certain wellknown characters among the homeless community,
he only mentioned nicknames such as “Król” or “Babilonka” who were no longer alive.A lot of the sleeping
spots mentioned in the audio guide such as the shelters
or empty building spaces had already been blocked
or demolished by local authorities. Police and railway
guards were already aware of the mentioned areas of
the train station, together with staff from M.O.P.R
(social welfare centre) or the Pogotowie Społeczne (social emergency services) who regularly checked these
parts of the station. The audio guide is an opportunity
to bring attention to the impact that changes such as
CCTV cameras, the obstruction of sleeping sheltersor
the decline of public waiting space have on the daily
lives of homeless people. These measures to deter homeless people from occupying certain areas, much like the
spikes used in London to eliminate the presence of the
homeless, make it increasingly difficult for homeless
people seeking some form of safety.

AR.: I made sure to check with Jan Smura whether particular details would be a problem for the people utilizing the space of the train station for sleeping and hang-

SC.: It would seem that now, after the railway station has been closed down, your work is a kind of
witness to the memory of the place.
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AR.: Although the premises of the old railway station
now have a completely different function compared to
when we made the recordings, the audio guide continues to offer an insight into homelessness and acts
as archival footage of a space which is no longer accessible to the public.Continuing my interest in examining the transitional and temporal nature of space, I am
now about to complete an artistic residency at the CK
Zamek, together with my sister (Karolina Raczyński)
for which we were invited to make a project about the
street Święty Marcin. Research for this project again
required us to consider local social aspects, and we
spent a few months examining the process of change
and continuity for residents and local businesses on
this street.

of debates discussing the “Residential function of the
Św. Marcin Street”. We have also conducted numerous interviews with residents, as well as employees and
customers of the student canteen located downstairs in
the Collegium Historicum of the humanities university.
This is a very specific space in many ways, the Margaret
Thatcher portrait being one of them, but the restaurant
in particular represents an important venue for elderly
people from outside the university, who regularly buy
their meals as well as use the occasion to catch up with
familiar faces. The future of this venue is uncertain regardless of its social and academic value. One theme
that is emerging strongly is the issue of unoccupied
buildings on the street.

SC.: How did you conduct your research for the
project about Św.Marcin Street?
AR.: A few discussions and events that happened during this period were of particular importance for the
compilation of our research material. This includes
for example the demonstration organised by Od:zysk
in defence of autonomous and squatted space, and
the general situation of empty standing buildings and
lack of housing in Poznań. The CK Zamek has organised a diverse programme that brings attention to the
street; for us the most interesting events were the series
190

SC.: Some of your previous films and video installations featured your twin sister, but these are not
entirely collaborative projects. What made you
work together for the residency at the Zamek?
AR.: We’ve worked together a few times on smaller
projects, but our residency is the first longer-term
collaboration. I remember after leaving school it was
important for me to do something different to my sister and it is one of the reasons why I didn’t attend art
school until later, but in the end we both got into art
practice. In addition to my own projects, I occasionally
teamed up with her, and we developed a few art works
191
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that were focused on distance and technology. In our
collaborations we utilized the fact we were in different countries, which resulted in projects such as Skype
Call (2010). This was a live performance that was conducted simultaneously in front of an audience in London (by my sister) as well as in Berlin using a webcam.
The Skype transmission from Berlin gradually appeared
as Karolina applied successive brush strokes of white
paint on a screen in London. The project was essentially an outcome of my sister’s interest in Expanded
cinema – a form of anti-illusionary filmmaking – and
Guy Sherwin’s Paper Landscape (2008). For a few years
Karolina’s practice was, in a lot of ways, more focused
on deconstructing the tools of filmmaking and the expansion of film as an event or form of interaction that
is no longer simply a projection on a screen, whereas I
was a lot more focused on documentary practice. The
merging of these two approaches is one of the main
reasons why we wanted to work on a residency together. Furthermore, particularly over the past few
years we have both felt the need to respond in one way
or another to our surroundings and examine certain
realities that people are faced with (e.g. the austerity
measures in the UK or social issues that affect Poland).
In general, my practice involves an extensive research
and investigative process, often created as part of a collaboration with both artists and non-artists. I find the

process of working with someone or a group of people much more rewarding in comparison to working in
isolation. Our collaboration for the residency is not so
much about the fact that we are twins, but it’s more
about the practical working dynamic we have as an artistic duo.
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SC.: You say that for you it makes more sense to
collaborate than to work on your own. Do you sustain and develop the relations you establish when at
work on a project? Do you keep in touch with the
protagonists of your films?
AR.: I think this depends on the dynamic I had with the
protagonist, as well as the duration of our relationship.
For example, with Pan Smura it was quite a professional
relationship. At the time, he was working for the organisation BARKA, and last time we talked, I heard he
was planning on taking a work placement in Scotland
to help other Eastern European homeless people. He
had done a similar placement in London before I met
him in Poznań. On the other hand, with Mr and Mrs
Patecki, whom I had originally worked with in Berlin, we are still occasionally in touch, together with
Michalina Mistrzak, the co-maker of the film. Every
now and again, we receive news about their house, and
the relationship with the couple was from the very beginning quite intimate and hospitable.
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SC.: Your regular journeys between Berlin and
Poznań became the inspiration for the film “On the
Road Poznań-Świecko”. Tell us about this project
please.
AR.: The title of the project refers to my living and
working situation, as well as the geographical context of
the film essay. In a way, the project represents my own
personal state of being “in between”, focusing on mobility between two countries. The course in Poznań’s
Art University started in 2011, when the A2 motorway
was still under construction. I had a new base in Poland
but travelling back to Berlin was a regular trip for me.
This was particularly helped by a new cheap bus service
between Berlin and Poznań and I spent many hours
looking out the bus window on the older national road
no. 92. Over the two years, the transit space between
the border and Poznań changed very quickly. However, there is much more to see on the 92 route compared to the motorway: the chaotic scenery was visually
intriguing and evocative of my childhood holiday road
trips from England to Poland in the early 1990s. The
service stations, restaurants, attraction parks or even
the huge monument of Jesus are reminiscent of another
decade, but I did not want to approach this topic from
a nostalgic point of view, but rather make sense of the
spatial order of this route. This is why I draw on architectural texts such as “Learning from Las Vegas” or the

writings on the Polish-German border by Karl Schlögel.
Furthermore, the project encouraged me to think about
the perspective of the passenger, and I was interested
in investigating the same question that theorists such as
Iain Bodern ask: how do we consume and imagine the
images and different architectures (such as petrol stations and billboards) seen while driving and being on
the road. There is a lot going on, particularly because
this part of the route is situated on the edge of Poland,
right by the German border.
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SC.: During one such trip you decided to take a
closer look at the Jesus monument in Świebodzin…
AR.: In the end, my contact with this landscape in fact
resulted in two projects; the film essay On the Road
Poznań- Świecko and 66km from the World’s Largest Jesus, made together with Michalina Mistrzak. The second film project focuses on the home and work of the
sculptor, Mirosław Patecki, architect of the Christ the
King statue in Świebodzin. I used to regularly see the
statue through the bus window on the route no. 92 or
from the train window. And it was whilst working for
the 7th Berlin Biennale that I had close contact with Mr
Patecki and his wife, who at the time were invited by
the curator Artur Żmijewski to reconstruct the head
of Jesus in the Kunstwerke art gallery. Following a visit
to their old countryside house, which had partly col195
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lapsed over the summer that year, we decided to organise a few interviews and film the building. The collapse
of the house and the oddly located works in different
parts of the house, for example a head of the Pope on
top of a wardrobe or the Virgin Mary sitting in the hallway, were really quite a sight!

my partner in Poland. There is one project I realised together with Michalina Mistrzak and Sebastian Kurdelski (titled Coming Out, 2013), in which members of an
amateur theatre group, as part of a local Dom Kultury
in Środa, were invited to re-enact interviews collected
by Anna Laszuk in the publication Dziewczyny wyjdźcie
z szafy. The interviewees in the book are gay women of
various ages who discuss their experiences and daily life
in Poland. We believed it would be an interesting exercise for the participants of the theatre group (they were
mainly women of a similar age group and background).
I sometimes wonder how the re-enactment would differ depending on country or town).

SC.: Does the fact that your art touches on the social
issues of a particular city, i.e. Poznań, rather than,
say Berlin, stem from the fact that you got to know
this place better when a student? Or maybe there
are other reasons?
AR.: Berlin is my base and home for the time being.
Prior to starting the course in Poland, I had only completed a handful of video projects site-specific to Berlin,
for example an experimental documentary piece about
a female bus driver employed by the Berlin transport
system. But it wasn’t until Poznań that I started to really focus on my art practice. The framework of studying
at the University of Arts in Poznań helped me with that.
To some extent, I agree that the social issues I have dealt
with in Poznań are a result of my exposure to the city and
people during the time of my studies. Living in Poland
has definitely intensified my awareness of social issues.
Perhaps the most personal example is the national discussion of gender in Polish politics and LGBT rights. I
would certainly find it difficult living full-time with
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SC.: You are closely linked to the Poznań-based
community yet you say that you have a home in
Berlin. Do you see yourself as a German, English or
Polish artist? Or perhaps it does not matter to you
at all?
AR.: All of this commuting and relocating across borders enables constant reviewing and comparing. This
helps me to take a distanced stance on the country in
which I grew up, the UK, and I plan to continue looking at aspects of social realities in Poland, England and
Berlin.
I’ve grown up between countries and cultures. Living
in a city like Berlin where, a lot of the time it does not
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feel typically German and everyone is from everywhere,
I don’t really think about whether I am of a particular nationality. When I’m in Poland I feel English, yet
when I’m in England, I don’t feel entirely English.
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Michalina Mistrzak, Anna Raczyński
66 km from the world's largest Jesus, HD video, 2013
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Sebastian Kurdelski, Michalina Mistrzak, Anna Raczyński
Coming Out, HD video, 2013
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Sebastian Kurdelski, Michalina Mistrzak, Anna Raczyński
Coming Out, HD video, 2013
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Anna Raczyński, Something great,
HD video, 2009
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Anna Raczyński, Something great,
HD video, 2009
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Anna Raczyński, On the road between Poznań - Świecko,
HD video, 2013
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Anna Raczyński, On the road between Poznań - Świecko,
HD video, 2013
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Anna Raczyński, On Board A Bus,
HD video, 2011
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Anna Raczyński, On Board A Bus,
HD video, 2011
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Anna Raczyński, Jan Smura,
Poznań main station, audio, 2012
Poster/map: Magda Sobczyńska
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Karolina, Anna Raczyński,
Skype Call, dperformance documentation, 2011

Benighted
Maria Ornaf
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Benighted means taken aback by night. This poetic
term which describes the trap of time, may refer also
to a broader context of being surprised by the inevitable. Benighted harks back to our childhood and its
inherent closeness to nature, and at the same time
locates the two as the starting point for delineating borders and for the loneliness born within them.
All that follows the beginning, which recedes further back in our memory, is a reflection, a reflex, or
differently configured particles of the same field. A
portrait of a struggling human being entangled in a
network of time that brings about both change and
unbearable repetitiveness.
The matter of a photosensitive tape is the professed philosophy of the image, which unlike the
digital carrier ending with a pixel, offers the infinity of chemical particles. Moreover, it is an organic
matter that is closer to the human eye and the secret
of memories collecting. The black-and-white super
8 mm tape, because of the imperfect mage it offers,
due to its unique scratches, blackened spots and imprecision corresponds with our memory’s relative
coding of images. A random archive of screenshots
from our past slowly fades away.
The black-and-white images of Benighted
enter into a dialogue with a musical collage. Music
here constitutes a separate entity; it is improvised on
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a few levels and instruments and is supposed to give
off the energy of the live music of the first films. In
the intertwined spaces of interiors and exteriors, the
music extends the frames with an acoustic level and
creates a third dimension.
experimental film, super 8 mm, 6'
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Zuzanna Czebatul
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Zuzanna Czebatul, Awkward, Overload Lazy, 2014

Zuzanna Czebatul, Mrsoverload, 2014
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Zuzanna Czebatul, Misscanthelpit (detal), 2014
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Zuzanna Czebatul, Overload lazy, 2014
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Zuzanna Czebatul, KABOOM, 2014

Zuzanna Czebatul, POOF, 2014

Zuzanna Czebatul, SIZZL, 2014

Zuzanna Czebatul, SLKKK, 2014

Zuzanna Czebatul, LSWOOSH, 2014

Zuzanna Czebatul, WHAAM, 2014
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Paintings Like
People. On the
Art of Magdalena
Moskwa
Karolina Sikorska

translated by Marcin Turski
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I should have begun an essay on the art of Magda Moskwa with a title that contains metonymy rather than
metaphor. This is because the metonymic principle of
contiguity and related context is evident in her work,
when the artist uses “combination and belonging”1 to
create paintings (objects?) that supplement and revalue
the human body. Looking at her work, both in photographs and live (and when watched live it gains all that
a one-dimensional photograph does not render, hence
the doubt expressed above if – especially in the case of
her most recent work – we still deal with paintings, or
maybe with objects) is tantamount to consenting to
contact what is often “beneath” human skin, what is
meticulously hidden under clothing, make-up, bandages or plasters. Such an observation inevitably leads us
to the question of the abject and refers us to Julia Kristeva’s texts and her reflections on what is rejected, taboo,
ambiguous, dangerous, banned, and hidden... Before I
address the individual works themselves, I wish to say a
few words about Moskwa’s method, or artistic practice.
As the artist observes in an 2013 interview with
Lena Wicherkiewicz: “Although I draw on old painting
techniques, I have observed that especially paintings
on a chalk primer have, paradoxically, acquired the
character of a completely contemporary object. This is
very conspicuous especially when they become parts
of a larger whole, i.e. an exhibition or installation. The
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board ground has allowed me to enter space and shaping in whatever way I please the support, which I develop as a relief. I have recently made two-sided paintings. I believe that this will lead me to a sculpted form at
the level of support. I impose no limitations on myself.
I follow the painting. If I introduce additional elements,
it is only with a view to making the painting exist in
some special way. For instance, a painting enclosed in
a glass case resembles a fragment of a body and looks
like a preparation. Again, we can speak about a form of
a reliquary here. I often display paintings by hanging
them on white textiles or placing them in holes cut out
in white fabrics. The sterility of the fabric around the
painting ‘enhances’ it greatly, augmenting the impression of it being a soft, warm and pulsating body, which
is precisely what I try to bring out”2.
Moreover, in her work Moskwa uses fragments
of other objects, occasionally hairs or nails. Instead of
representing the human person, she builds her reflections and the images of the human being on the basis of
scraps, remains, residues, and fragments. She applies
synecdoche (a kind of metonymy), most often on the
pars pro toto basis (part in lieu of the whole). This mode
of representation seems very significant, as by showing the body Moskwa wishes to demonstrate emotions,
reasoning, what’s inside the human being and what
constitutes his or her essence. However, just as notions,

states and ideas do not yield themselves to representation, the whole human being cannot be represented. Or
rather, it is not that he or she cannot be represented, but
the artist seems to think that a holistic representation is
dispensable. On the one hand, Moskwa’s use of synecdoche makes her work more general and rich in additional content. On the other hand, her works operate
first of all in a particular context and become objects,
as the artist herself claimed, “when they become parts
of a larger whole, i.e. an exhibition or installation”. An
object here may be construed as both a form of expression (and this is probably what the artist meant when
bringing together an object and a painting in the above
excerpt of the interview), but it can also (metonimically) be referred to the meaning of the word “objective” (being an object of veneration, admiration, desire,
etc. – the colloquial language prompts, metonimically,
many semantic combinations). Context determines the
limits of comprehension. We see in the painting two
apertures or hairs glued onto its surface. We do not recognise the bodily parts supposed to be implied by them.
Still, the texture of the painting/object brings to mind
what is already known and not alien to us. A particular representation might come as a surprise to us, but is
close the way a hand is close to an arm; it belongs to it
and is contiguous. The relation of contiguity constructs
and develops narration, based on the physical proxim-
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ity of two elements in the reality that we are familiar
with. Magdalena Moskwa’s work, even when displayed
in sterile white cubes which seem to both alienate and
sanctify it (a focus on the “work” and its contemplation), subverts this separation and unconsciously refers
us, even when displayed as a biological preparation, to
a matter we know only too well, one that is strongly
rooted in our cultural imaginarium and daily life.
Let me quote one more fragment of the above interview: “I believe that there is no point in painting the
entire human being since a hand or one finger might tell
more, more powerfully at that, about a person’s predicament, character, intentions, or emotions. In many
paintings support becomes the body itself, with apertures leading inwards and revealing fragments of what
is inside”3. Moskwa synthesises and while what strikes
the viewer in her art (especially recently) is the apparently meticulously realistic presentation of the body, in
fact we deal with a fantasy, a combination of tiny elements that make up a given representation. Fragmentation, which is at the same time an image of continuity, parts that exist solely in the context of the whole,
bring to mind Laura Mulvey’s famous article from the
late 1970s, or rather one of the observations made there
of the male eye, which makes a fetish of the woman’s
body4. Mulvey wrote about genre cinema, prevalent in
the United States especially in the first half of the 20th

c. and worked out her idea on its basis. The author of
“Visual Pleasure” observed that the female body on the
big screen is often shown in fragments, while the male
viewer derives pleasure from watching these images.
Legs, breasts or lips stand in for the entire female figure,
re-presenting solely an aspect of stereotypical female
sexuality, and finally, as Mulvey claims, reduce her
to the level of object (of men’s interest and pleasure).
Does Moskwa do something similar in her work and
with the human matter used in it? Yes and no. A human figure boils down in her art to an element and thus
the artist focuses on the organic, fragile substance of
the human body, provoking the viewer to get involved
in an “interplay” of attraction and repulsion (fascination and revulsion) and making him or her to take an
emotional stand. On the other hand, by highlighting
and manifesting a fragment of the body5, the artist does
not define it in keeping with traditional conventions of
representation in painting, rejecting clear, unequivocal, and codified motifs, creating unique compositions
whose interpretation is up to the confused viewer. The
representations developed by the artist are ambivalent
and refer both to the actual world and a virtual, illusory
reality.
Work by Magdalena Moskwa (e.g.: Untitled,
no. 70, 2013; Untitled, no. 71, 2013; Untitled, no. 68,
2012) centre around the human idiom and the human
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body. They are like people. Their haptic aspect brings
to mind not only the matter of the body but its vitality, and activity, which is an element of the vital process. These works perform an activity. They entice and
repulse. To return to metonymic reflections again, they
are like James Frazer’s sympathetic magic6, in its contact (portable) form, subject to metonymy (e.g. to assure the closeness of another person it is enough to possess a few of his or her hairs, which – when placed close
to our body or at our home – will “attract” the person
to us and guarantee proximity). We do not need to look
at the whole picture; fragments or components that are
parts of a larger whole suffice; context exists in our imagination and the familiar origin of a perceived element
triggers emotions and reflections. And while a painting
is deliberately invented and made, it is still a part of a
something we know and value. And, as in magic, we
assume that it triggers some effect.
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Endnotes
See R. Jacobson, “Two Aspects of Language and two Types of
Apashic Disturbances”, in: Fundamentals of Language, ed. R. Jakobson, M. Halle, Mouton, MIT, Massachusetts 1956. When
describing two types of aphasia, Jacobson focuses on developing discourse along two semantic lines: metaphorically and
metonimically. Cubism is for him an examples of metonymy in
art, while Surrealism of metaphor.
2 L. Wicherkiewicz, Moje malarstwo jest próbą zaklinania ciała...
Rozmowa z Magdaleną Moskwą [My painting attempts to charm
the body… An interview with Magdalena Moskwa], http://www.
magdamoskwa.art.pl/pdf/tekst12.pdf (access date: 1.07.2014).
1

3 Ibidem.
4 L. Mulvey, “Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema”, in: Film
Theory and Criticism: Introductory Readings. Eds. Leo Braudy
and Marshall Cohen. New York: Oxford UP, 1999: 833-44.
5 In the above interview the artist explains at length the tricks of
her trade, describing how the painting acquires a resemblance
to the human body.
6 See J. Frazer, The Golden Bough. A Study of Magic and Religion,
Cosimo Inc., 2009.
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Magdalena Moskwa, Untitled, no. 63,
board, relief, szlagaluminium, oil, 2011
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Magdalena Moskwa, Untitled, no. 76,
board, relief, oil, 2013
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Magdalena Moskwa, Untitled, no. 78,
board, relief, oil, hair, glass, 2013/2014

Magdalena Moskwa, BUntitled, no. 78,
relief, oil, hair, glass 2013/2014 (fragment)

Magdalena Moskwa, Untitled, no. 78,
relief, oil, hair, glass 2013/2014

Magdalena Moskwa, Untitled, no. 69,
board, relief, oil, 2012

Magdalena Moskwa, Untitled, no. 73,
board, relief, oil, glass, 2013

Magdalena Moskwa, Untitled, no. 72,
installation, table, textile, 2013
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Magdalena Moskwa, Untitled, no.71,
deska, relief, oil, 2013

Magdalena Moskwa, Untitled, no.68,
deska, relief, oil, hair 2012

Magdalena Moskwa, Untitled, no.65,
board, relief, szlagaluminium, oil, wire, 2012

Too Close
Zofia Cielątkowska
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The body – its stamina, sexuality, everyday existence,
and commonality – definitely remains in the centre of
one of the most frequently addressed topics in the field
of “transgressing borders” in art. It appears in many
contexts, indeed. The present time provides a vast
number of examples of work that shows intimacy in a
very graphic manner, or – as Rebecca Schneider would
probably call it – as the “body explicit”1. This work
usually toes the line of saying too much and sometimes
comes too close to the viewer. What, however, makes it
remain “too close” yet without transcending the flimsy borderline and not being regarded as pornography?
Isn’t it precisely the category of proximity or closeness
understood as a relation between people, a kind of authentic engagement in emotions, the factor which prevents such a tag? Moreover, at least this is what I believe, there is a link with the body seen as a subject. Let
us take a closer look at a few characteristic moments in
art history which have departed from conventions and
broken the taboos and yet address closeness. Perhaps
even too close, indeed.
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For me vision is what you see, to the least extent related to picture. It is just seeing — it is a very simple
word — and to be a visionary is to be a seer. The
problem is that most people can’t see.
Stan Brakhage
In 1959 Stan Brakhage films his wife during a
delivery – Window, Water Baby Moving. The sunshine
enters through the window, the interplay of strong
light stresses prolonged close-ups of Jane Brakhege,
her smiling face and big belly. The cut stills shows fragments of her body, room, and finally the film’s author.
A delicate interference – painting directly on the film –
is a measure that is more formal than aesthetic and does
not strip the delivery of its realism. We see everything
literally and precisely, without embellishment. The
baby’s head slowly emerges from between the female
intimate parts, which in this perspective look foreign,
become deformed and expand to an unusual size. We
can see blood oozing down, the midwife at work, the
swollen body, and Jane’s face contorted by pain. When
the child is lying beside her after the placenta is cut, the
camera returns to show how the placenta is actually extracted. Stan Brakhage was criticised for this film on
two counts. First of all, for infringing on the taboo of a
delivery and showing the female body in an uncomfortable situation, and second of all by the feminists, for in-
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troducing a male eye into the woman’s zone. Let us not
at this moment dwell on this critique and point out two
issues: of the body and of formal measures. From the
point of view of art, Brakckhage’s film uses the motif,
known from US films shot at that time, of a window as
a metaphor of a camera2. The stills include the author
himself, and the reel is slightly coloured. That much for
formalities. As to the aspect of the body that interests
us here, it is worthwhile to notice not so much the body
as a tool – which is the way it had always functioned
in art history – but as a subject of artistic expression.
Let us imagine now the same scene filmed by a stranger.
Probably the climate and atmosphere of the film would
be totally different; details such as a glance, smile,
sweeping camera movements, repetitions, and gestures
would take on a unique significance. The film demonstrates the involvement of the person in the back and
in front of the camera and reflects an actual relationship, a kind of closeness. In turn, the viewer is left to
assume the position of a participant in an experiment,
rather than that of a typical audience member. Even if
the images seem too literal, the entire context focuses
here on the experiment; the subject of the work is not
the body as an object but as the subject: experience,
event, relationship. This subjective aspect of the body
was observed in the period starting from the late 1950s,
in particular in the 1960s, in theatre, the visual arts,
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dance, and music. One of its most intriguing manifestations is, no doubt, the emergence of performance.
I didn’t stay naked in front of 300 people in order
to be fucked
Carolee Schneemann
Edited with a great care for the artistic aspect of
the picture, the film Fuses (1964-1967) is sixteen millimetres of twenty-two-minute spool showing Carolee Schneemann and her then partner James Tenney
having sex. Before I proceed to discuss this – by now
“classical” – film, let me say two words about Schneemann’s approach to working with matter or rather
about the manner of translating her then experience
as a painter into work with the body. Identifying interrelations between Schneemann’s films and painting does not seem that obvious. Still, when you hear
what she says in interviews or writes in texts, you may
observe that she was interested in the formal aspects
of the painting and its philosophy. As Kristine Stiles
observed, Schneemann was so persuasive at animating
the space between the window and the body as if it was
real, formal. The aesthetic comments she made on the
history of painting went unnoticed.3 The body is the
centre of nearly all of her projects. In her notes from
the years 1962-63, in principle dedicated to body ki320
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netics, Schneemann observes that gesture, resistance,
strength, etc. are the fundamental life of any material
used and its concretisation. A manifestation in space
of any gesture acts on the eye as a time unit. Reflections on kinetic representation are for Schneemann a
kind of exploration of an image in motion, i.e. many
of its variables such as colour or light, together with
their temporary visibility and invisibility. In the Fuses
film, shot in the space of a home, where we see a cat in
the background, there are many close-ups, long shots,
rather implicit, but at the same time eluding the literal. This film exudes intimacy and warmth. When Fuses
screened at the Institute of Contemporary Art in London, as Schneemann recounts, the public grew still
and there was a complete silence after the film ended.
Finally some man shouted, leaving the room with a female partner: “Come my dear! Away from what only a
deranged frigid nymphomaniac could make”. A young
critic in attendance, in turn, told her: “Madame, you
have assaulted my sexuality”4. In the above interview
Schneemann explicated the problem with the reception of Fuses. The earlier context of sexuality was either medicine or pornography, i.e. illness or perversion. If there was a motif of sexuality outside this
context, it was usually ascribed to one or the other;
definitely there was no positive image. The above explains to some extent why the artist tries to pack into
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this film all that seems normal and ordinary, including a cat5. Moreover, this also makes us aware that in
the early 1960s both the terminology and traditional
prejudice were strongly ingrained. This is borne out
by a commentary in a chapter dedicated to Schneemann in Aleksandra Juhasz’s book Woman of Visions.
The author observes that the only model of women’s
open sexuality of that period were the boyfuck orgies
of hippie culture, the performative model of The Living Theatre, and blue movies6. Therefore Schneemann
openly admits:
I really wanted to see what “the fuck” is and to
place it in the living sense of equity. What would
it look like?7
Fuses arose from the need to show an image of
people making love as an ordinary spontaneous gesture
of closeness. The film includes visible cuts after coitus
of a woman and a man and both are treated on a par,
as equitable. As Schneemann stresses, in this work the
lover is neither a subject, nor an object. Actually she
tries to move beyond these categories, to show sensual
and equitable action. Apart from the social and cultural message of the work, the film is a visually attractive
material in large measure thanks to the application of
paint directly on celluloid8.
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My aim is to use second-hand images with first
-hand emotions.
Marlene Dumas
Dumas uses almost exclusively photographs as
the source material and some of the paintings are based
on photographs and stills from blue movies. However,
her “paintings” are never literal translations of photographs, just like the essence of the topic she addresses
goes beyond mere representation. She tries rather to
capture inherent differences between photography
and painting; something she herself defines as the essential immortality of indifference. What happens in the
paintings is a slight shift of the subject, as it is neither
nudity, nor the posing body. It is also a slight shift of
meaning – we move from a voyeuristic pleasure to an
emotion. As the quote in the introduction implies, Dumas focuses on showing relations and does not copy a
pose. It is rather a question of showing life’s eroticism,
a certain state, conditions, emotions – two subjects
in confrontation, perhaps.9 There are always emotions
which cannot really be painted between the knowledge
of creating an object, a tangible thing, i.e. canvas, and
a reference to this object.10 The difference between pornography and an image painted on its basis seems subtle yet meaningful. In the former, the viewer’s gaze is
arrested by the very layer of representation, which as
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such is to provide a source of pleasure. In the latter, the
represented is only used to create tension; the genuine
meaning and emotions are beyond it and the eyes are set
free. In other words, concentration around eroticism
arises from totally different reasons than representation
itself. Eroticism is regarded by Dumas as an expression
of consciousness in human discourse. She counters allegations of being too literal or obscene by pointing out
that ignorance or abuse may be obscene, but eroticism
cannot11. Why, however, does she use pornography as
her source?
Because I do not see myself when I do it. I cannot
see myself when I look at you?12 Naturally, the above
examples do not exhaust the complex and multifaceted
subject. They do show, however, that it is always possible to constantly shift signification and mark subtlety
in what is explicit and obvious. Closeness, both being
“too close” and a kind of commitment, emotion with a
subjective approach to the body want you to be vigilant.
intimacy builds worlds; it creates places and
usurps places meant for other kind of relation. Its [intimacy’s] potential failure to stabilize closeness always
hunts its persistent activity, making the very attachments deemed to buttress “a life” seem in a state of
constant if latent vulnerability13.
Living in a constant state of vigilance.
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